Flexicut Glue

The perfect binding solution for the professional print market

Designed for short to medium runs and specialty
binding, with the covers designed and printed
locally by any print shop. The use of Bindomatic
FlexiCut binding solution will result in an extremely
strong perfect-bound document. Easier, faster,
more flexible, and cost effective than any other
perfect bind system on the market.
Until now the Bindomatic glue has been available
only as part of Bindomatic pre-scored, prefolded covers. We are now offering the glue as a
commercial print, perfect bind entry level solution.
The special-developed and environmentallyfriendly polymer glue is embedded with a 100%
pure book-binding, cotton, textile mesh.

FlexiCut Glue for all of
your binding needs

Order logistics and terms

• Glue sheet dimensions: 200mm W x 280mm L

• Order confirmation typically within one business day

x 0,8mm thickness

• Email purchase orders to order@bindomatic.com

• Pallet/extra packing material is subject to charge

• Glue sheets are cut by user to required spine width
• Glue sheets have bind re-enforcing textile/cloth/weave
• Glue sheets are packed in quantities of 18 separate
sheets in a single carton

• MOQ is one (1) carton
• Bindomatic reserves the right to adjust prices and terms
without written notice
• For quantities of 20+ cartons, please call

www.Bindomatic.com | Phone: +46 8 709 58 00 | Fax: +46 8 709 58 02
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Flexicut Glue and Binder

Start Kit

All you need for easier, faster, and stronger binding.

The Flexicut Glue and Binder Start Kit comes with a
Bindomatic® Accel Flex; a powerful, manually operated
binder designed to meet any document format demand with
spine lengths up to 370 mm. Bind documents as thick as 54
mm, soft covers, hard covers; this binder will bind them all
and do it stronger and more effectively than any comparable
manual binding system on the market, up to 15 documents
per minute.
If you need to remove, replace or add sheets, simply re-heat
the binding. With the wide range of Bindomatic® covers,
your business presentations, reports, proposals, statements,
manuals etc, will always look and feel as professional as the
content and message of your document.

Start Kit includes:
• One Bindomatic Accel Flex

The Flex is the ideal, entry-level perfect binder, boasting
a flexible format, small footprint, low cost, produces up to
15 documents per binding cycle (60 seconds), binds up to
54mm thick documents, binds both soft and hard covers.

• 5 cartons of Bindomatic FlexiCut Glue

Want more Bindomatic cover options?
Bindomatic offers the best document binding solutions on the market. Our covers look great, the bind lasts longer, and the process
will dramaticalyy increase your efficiency. The spines of our ready-made, pre-formed covers are designed to be flat — like a book —
keeping your document pages flush. Fold scores on the front and back of each cover allow your pages to lay flat when opened.

Soft Covers

Soft cover options
include clear front and
back, clear front only,
solid front and back — all
in a vast array of spine
colors and sizes.

Hard Covers

Our fine linen-textured
hardcovers are available
with a solid front, a die
cut window, or debossed
space for your printed
label.

Print On Demand

Print your own design on
the front and back of this
versatile cover.

Design On Demand
This innovative cover
allows you to use any
front sheet to create
a perfectly-bound
document.

Custom Covers

Create your perfect cover
without compromising
strength and efficiency.
The possibilities are
endless...

